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Face
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Mask
V2™ Fitting Instructions
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First, use our mask sizing gauge to
help determine which size would be
best for you. Remember that our
mask runs larger than others on the
market. In some cases patients have
gone a size and even two sizes
smaller than what they have worn in
another brand. We go larger to
ensure fits on a greater variety of
facial types.

Secondly, take
the V2 in your
hands and place
it comfortably
onto your face.
You may want
to disconnect
one of the
lower headgear
clips at this
point.

Then grip the headgear’s
lowest section and pull it
up & over to fit onto the
crown of your head. This
can be done with all straps
connected, but
disconnecting one of the
lower headgear clips makes
this task much easier.

Once the headgear is in
place reconnect the
lower headgear clip (if it
was disconnected).
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Now, adjustments
to the headgear
can be made to
create the seal and
the feel that you
are looking for.
Both the upper
and lower straps
can be tightened
by pulling the
Velcro straps out
and back.

The strap on top of
your head can be
tightened or loosened
by adjusting the TriGlide connection.
Adjustments to this
top strap connection
can be made by
pulling the Velcro
straps up and then
pulling outward.
Tri-Glide Feature Added to headgear.
Further adjustment can be
made even while hooked
up to the blower. These
techniques can sometimes
help resolve a leak
problem without having to
take the mask off or even
turn the air off. The V2™
Mask is pliable so don’t be
afraid to pull on the sides
and bottom of the mask to
adjust the position of the
seal.
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If you need to get up
throughout the night, and
don’t want to have to
repeat this process,
remember to use our
detachable swivel port. By
pressing in the side clips
on the swivel it can be
disconnected and
reconnected easily.

New V2™ Features
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